Year 6
Events
Week 1
12.04

Week 2
19.04

MK
gallery/
National
gallery/
local
graffiti
artist

English/
Writing
Framed

SPAG

Spring 2 – What kind of artist am i?

Reading

Maths

Science

History

Geography
Where are
the world’s
best art
galleries?
Search engines
take many
factors into
account, such as
the quality of
the site, number
of updates or
number of
matches to
keywords.
However, search
engines do not
consider whether
the content is
true, ageappropriate or
relevant.

Electricity

Who were the Which cities
impressionists? has the
most art
Significant
galleries?
people, events,
discoveries or
inventions can
affect many
people over time.
Examples include
the invasion of a
country;
transfer of
power;
improvements in
healthcare;
advancements in

Satellite
images are
photographs
of Earth
taken by
imaging
satellites.

Art & Design
Street art day
Make a
stencil to
spray on to a
wooden
board and
have in class
room
Conceptual art is
art where the
idea or concept
behind the piece
is more important
than the look of
the final piece.

What makes
an
impressionists
painting?
Different artistic
movements often
use colour in a
distinctive way.
Impressionist
artists use
complementary
colours.

Computing

PSHE

technologies or
exploration.

Week 3
26.04

Practice
sketching
Precision is
important in
producing a
polished,
finished product.
Correct
selection of
tools and careful
measurement
can ensure the
parts fit
together
correctly.

Practice
dabbing and
create
impressionist
painting
Figurative art is
modern art that
shows a strong
connection to the
real world,
especially people.

Week 4
03.05

Monday
3rd Bank
Holiday

Who were the
expressionists?
Significant
people, events,
discoveries or
inventions can
affect many
people over time.
Examples include
the invasion of a

What makes
paintings
expressionist?
Different artistic
movements often
use colour in a
distinctive way.
Expressionist
artists use
intense, non-

country;
transfer of
power;
improvements in
healthcare;
advancements in
technologies or
exploration.

naturalistic
colours.

Timelines
demonstrate
the chronology
and links
between key
civilisations,
events and
significant
inventions in
world history.

Week 5
10.05

Sketch your
face
Precision is
important in
producing a
polished,
finished product.
Correct
selection of
tools and careful
measurement
can ensure the
parts fit
together
correctly.

Expressionist
self portraits
Figurative art is
modern art that
shows a strong

connection to the
real world,
especially people.

Week 6
17.05

Who were the
surrealists?
Works of art can
be significant for
many reasons. For
example, they are
created by key
artists of an
artistic movement;
have influenced
other artists; have
a new or unique
concept or
technique or have a
famous or
important subject

Week 7
24.05

Art gallery
opening

What makes a
surrealist
painting?
In art, distortion
is an alteration to
an original shape,
abstraction
refers to art that
doesn’t depict the
world realistically
and exaggeration
is the depiction
of something that
is larger than in
real life.

Creating
surrealist
paintings
inspired by
Joan Miro
Different artistic
movements often
use colour in a
distinctive way.

What have
you learnt?
Use text,
animation
and audio
to present
findings

